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Abstract. The main effect of massive neutrinos on the large-scale structure consists in a few percent
suppression of matter perturbations on all scales below their free-streaming scale. Such effect is
of particular importance as it allows to constraint the value of the sum of neutrino masses from
measurements of the galaxy power spectrum. In this work, we present the first measurements of the
next higher-order correlation function, the bispectrum, from N-body simulations that include massive
neutrinos as particles. This is the simplest statistics characterising the non-Gaussian properties of
the matter and dark matter halos distributions. We investigate, in the first place, the suppression
due to massive neutrinos on the matter bispectrum, comparing our measurements with the simplest
perturbation theory predictions, finding the approximation of neutrinos contributing at quadratic
order in perturbation theory to provide a good fit to the measurements in the simulations. On the
other hand, as expected, a linear approximation for neutrino perturbations would lead to O(fν) errors
on the total matter bispectrum at large scales. We then attempt an extension of previous results on
the universality of linear halo bias in neutrino cosmologies, to non-linear and non-local corrections
finding consistent results with the power spectrum analysis.
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1 Introduction
Despite the constant improvement in the quality of observations over the last decade, the Standard,
ΛCDM, Cosmological model, still provides a good fit to several cosmological observables [1–3]. It is
therefore clear that the analysis of future galaxy survey data [4–6] will require accurate predictions,
at the percent level or better, since any departure from the standard scenario will likely be relatively
small [7–18].
In this context, it has become necessary to properly account for the effects of neutrino masses
on cosmological observables. Massive neutrinos represent a small but non negligible fraction of the
matter density, characterised by a significant thermal velocity distribution even when non-relativistic,
and we should account for the different evolution of their perturbations with respect to the cold dark
matter component. Their overall effect consists in a damping of matter perturbations on all scales
below their free-streaming scale: a several percent reduction on the total matter power spectrum,
[19, 20]. This happens precisely on the range of scales probed by current galaxy redshift surveys (tens
to hundreds of Megaparsecs). In fact, cosmological observations are able to provide an upper limit to
the (sum of) neutrino masses [2, 21–25] and, in the long run, possibly bridge the gap with the lower
limit given by neutrino oscillation experiments [4, 5]. In other terms, neutrino masses are not simply
a nuisance in the possible detection of dark energy or new physics effects, but represent an important
test for the Standard Model of particles physics and its extensions.
Several studies had appeared, over the last few years, on massive neutrinos effects on the matter
power spectrum nonlinear evolution and redshift-space distortions in the context of perturbation
theory [26–38], on baryonic acoustic oscillations [39, 40], on the halo mass function [33, 41–44], halo
bias [33, 42, 45–48] and cosmic voids [49]. Novel probes of massive neutrinos have also been recently
proposed [50, 51].
Focusing on the theoretical description of matter perturbations, predictions for the nonlinear
matter power spectrum have been first studied in [26] and [27]. The model proposed for the total
matter power spectrum approximates neutrino perturbations with their linear prediction (obtained
from a Boltzmann code, and therefore acting as a source for cold and baryonic matter), limiting
nonlinear corrections only to the cold dark matter component. The limits of this approximation are
carefully studied in both works, estimating systematic errors due to the linear neutrino assumption
to be at the sub-percent level. Indeed, comparisons with particle-based N-body simulations show
the discrepancies between numerical results and predictions based on Perturbation Theory (PT) in
the massive neutrino case to be consistent with the typical accuracy of the standard PT approach in
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ΛCDM models [33]. The validity of the linear neutrino approximation is further explored in [30, 52]
where the authors highlight how the violation of momentum conservation inherent in the scheme might
have significant effects in the nonlinear corrections beyond the 1-loop level. They propose an hybrid
model combining the full Boltzmann treatment at high redshift and the two-fluid approximation at
later times as a starting point for studying the nonlinear evolution. In this approximation, both
cold dark matter (including baryons) and neutrinos are described as fluids, the second characterised
by a (time-dependent) effective speed of sound, estimated from the neutrino velocity dispersion [53].
Explicit predictions for the matter bispectrum have been presented, so far, in [34] and [37]. Ref. [34]
presents a test of the two-fluid and the linear neutrinos approximations, against the exact treatment via
the collisionless Boltzmann equation, using the bispectrum as a specific measure of their validity at the
level of higher-order corrections. They show how both approximations fail to provide a 1% accuracy
on the total matter bispectrum. In particular, as we will discuss, the linear neutrinos approximation
does not correctly reproduce the large scale matter bispectrum for large neutrino masses, while in the
limit of a small neutrino density fraction, fν , becomes significantly more accurate. The same limit is
also explored in the alternative formulation of [37], where a perturbative expansion around fν = 0 is
considered.
In this work we present, for the first time, measurements of the matter and halo bispectrum
in N-body simulations that include a massive neutrino component as particles. In the case of the
two matter components, neutrinos and cold dark matter/baryons, we provide a first comparison with
theoretical predictions assuming neutrinos perturbations at next-to-leading order in PT. In addition,
we attempt an extension of the results of [42] on the “universality” of linear halo bias to the nonlinear
level, including as well non-local corrections [54, 55]. In fact, the bispectrum, as a direct result of
nonlinear evolution, provides a valuable test of nonlinear effects (due to both gravitational instability
and bias) in these, by now, standard cosmological models. Moreover, the galaxy bispectrum, is the
lowest-order statistic encoding and quantifying the non-Gaussian properties of the galaxy distribution
[56]. Several groups have measured three-point statistics in recent data [57, 58], showing that the
adding this information to the standard power spectrum analysis yield to better constraints on the
cosmological parameters.
The paper is organized as follow. In Sec. 2 we briefly review basic results on massive neutrinos
perturbations. In Sec. 4 we show our measurements of the bispectrum for the various matter com-
ponents and compare them with theoretical predictions from perturbation theory, while in Sec. 5 we
show the halo bispectrum measurements and derive the corresponding halo bias functions. In Sec. 6
we conclude summarising the results obtained.
2 Cosmological perturbations in the presence of massive neutrinos
2.1 Linear evolution
In the early Universe neutrinos are kept in equilibrium with baryons and photons via weak interactions,
eventually decoupling at a temperature of about Tdec ∼ 9×109 K, when their interaction rate becomes
comparable to rate of cosmological expansion. After decoupling, neutrinos free-stream with large
thermal velocities described by a Fermi-Dirac distribution. As the Universe expands neutrinos slow
down, becoming non relativistic at a typical redshift of
1 + znr ' 1980 mν,i
1 eV
, (2.1)
where mν,i represents the neutrino mass eigenstate i in electronvolt. As non-relativistic particles,
while contributing to the total matter density the fraction
fν ≡ Ων
Ωm
=
1
Ωm,0h2
∑
i mν,i
93.14 eV
, (2.2)
they still travel much longer distances,of the order of tens of Megaparsecs, compared to standard cold
dark matter (CDM) particles. We define a free-streaming length λfs ∝ vth/H(t), with vth being the
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characteristic thermal velocity of neutrino particles. Below this scale we expect a suppression of the
neutrino density fluctuations with respect to CDM ones. On scales λ  λfs we expect neutrinos to
behave as CDM. In Fourier-space, the wavenumber corresponding to λfs can be written as
kfs ' 0.908√
1 + z
√
Ωm,0
mν,i
1 eV
hMpc−1 . (2.3)
For simplicity we denote with the subscript “c” quantities related to the CDM and baryonic
matter components as no distinction will be made between the two. We refer to such component
generically as “cold” matter, as opposed to the neutrinos contribution. Total matter perturbations
are therefore given by the weighted sum
δm = (1− fν)δc + fνδν . (2.4)
with δν denoting neutrinos perturbations.
On scales smaller than λfs neutrinos do not provide support to the Newtonian gravitational
potential, and we expect the growth of cold matter perturbations to be different with respect to a
standard cosmology. It is possible to show [59] that, in linear theory, for k  kfs, assuming a constant
Ωm and a constant amplitude for primordial fluctuations, the ratio of the cold matter power spectra
in a cosmology with fν 6= 0 to the massless neutrino case is given by
P fν 6=0cc (k)
P fν=0cc (k)
kkfs' 1− 6 fν . (2.5)
The total matter power spectrum, from eq. 2.4, can be written as
Pmm(k) = (1− fν)2 Pcc(k) + 2fν(1− fν)Pνc(k) + f2νPνν(k) , (2.6)
with Pνc(k) denoting the cold matter-neutrinos cross-power spectrum. Neglecting neutrino perturba-
tions at small scales we obtain the well-known limit [59]
P fν 6=0mm (k)
P fν=0mm (k)
kkfs' 1− 8 fν . (2.7)
2.2 Nonlinear evolution
Numerical simulations [60–65] have shown that the suppression expected in linear theory according
to eq. 2.5 and 2.7 is enhanced at the nonlinear level, as expected from predictions in perturbation
theory [26, 27], with important consequences for the constraints on neutrino masses [13, 26].
On the other hand, a direct consequence of the nonlinear evolution of matter fluctuations is
given by the emergence of non-Gaussianity, quantified, in the first place by a non-vanishing matter
bispectrum. Denoting the cold matter fraction as fc ≡ 1 − fν , the analogue of eq. 2.6 for the total
matter bispectrum is given by
Bmmm(k1, k2, k3) = f
3
c Bccc(k1, k2, k3) + f
2
c fν B
(s)
ccν(k1, k2, k3)
+fc f
2
ν B
(s)
ννc(k1, k2, k3) + f
3
ν Bννν(k1, k2, k3) (2.8)
where we introduced the symmetrized versions of the cross cold-cold-neutrino bispectrum B
(s)
ccν and
neutrino-neutrino-cold bispectrum B
(s)
ννc defined, respectively, as
δD(k123)B
(s)
ccν(k1, k2, k3) ≡ [〈δc(k1)δc(k2)δν(k3)〉
+〈δc(k3)δc(k1)δν(k2)〉+ 〈δc(k2)δc(k3)δν(k1)〉] (2.9)
and
δD(k123)B
(s)
ννc(k1, k2, k3) ≡ [〈δc(k1)δν(k2)δν(k3)〉
+〈δc(k3)δν(k1)δν(k2)〉+ 〈δc(k2)δν(k3)δν(k1)〉] . (2.10)
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where we made use of the notation kij ≡ ki + kj for vectors sums.
Although neutrinos cluster very weakly below the free streaming scale, on larger scales they
behave like CDM. This means that assuming linear neutrino perturbation on any scale results in a
lack of power on the large-scale bispectrum, which is the outcome of the nonlinear evolution of all
matter components. As a consequence, numerical simulations treating neutrinos only at the linear
level on the grid (or not having neutrino fluctuations at all) will predict the wrong bispectrum as well
as any other higher-order correlation function. On the other hand the two fluids behave similarly only
in the very low-k regime, and therefore we expect next -to-leading order, i.e. quadratic, correction to
capture most of the neutrino contributions to the bispectrum terms in the above equations. In analogy
with the work in [26, 33] for the matter power spectrum in cosmologies with massive neutrinos we
assume neutrinos to contribute only at tree-level in the PT calculation, whereas we compute CDM
density perturbations up to the 1-loop level. The analysis in [33] showed that this simple approach
reproduces the measurements of the power spectrum in simulations to 1% accuracy. The goal of this
section is to test on simulations whether the same assumptions hold true for the bispectrum, within
the limits of the precision of our measurements.
At tree-level in PT both the cold matter and the neutrino perturbations in eq. 2.10 contribute
to the neutrino-neutrino-cold matter component B
(s)
ννc, such that
B(s),treeννc (k1, k2, k3) = B
(s)
ννc,112(k1, k2, k3) +B
(s)
ννc,121(k1, k2, k3) +B
(s)
ννc,211(k1, k2, k3) , (2.11)
where the subscripts “112” indicate the order of the perturbations δν , δν and δc, respectively. It is
easy to see that
B
(s),
ννc,211(k1, k2, k3) = 2F2(k1,k2)P
L
νc(k1)P
L
νν(k2) + 2 perm (2.12)
B
(s),
ννc,112(k1, k2, k3) = 2F2(k1,k2)P
L
νc(k1)P
L
νc(k2) + 2 perm (2.13)
and B
(s)
ννc,121 = B
(s)
ννc,211 (we are assuming the ordering of the subscript to correspond to the pertur-
bations δc, δc and δν in this order). Setting neutrino perturbations to their linear value on all scales
leads to B
(s)
ννc,121 = B
(s)
ννc,211 = 0, resulting, in turn, in a O(1) bias in Bννc at scales k < kfs. At the
one-loop level, the only contribution is coming from the fourth-order correction to δc so that we only
have
B
(s)
ννc,114(k1, k2, k3) = 4P
L
νc(k1)P
L
νc(k2)
∫
d3q F4(q,−q,k1,k2)PLcc + 2 perm. . (2.14)
The full prediction up to one-loop would then be given by
B(s)ννc ' B(s),treeννc +B(s)ννc,114 . (2.15)
For the cold-cold-neutrino component B
(s)
ccν the tree-level expression is the same of eq. 2.12 with the
replacement ν ↔ c in all the terms. At one-loop we have now three types of contributions,
B
(s)
ccν,411 = B
(s)
ccν,141 = 4
[
PLνc(k1)P
L
cc(k2) + P
L
νc(k2)P
L
cc(k1)
]
×
∫
d3q F4(q,−q,k1,k2)PLcc(q) + 2 perm. , (2.16)
B
(s)
ccν,321 = 6P
L
νc(k1)
∫
d3q F3(k1,k2 − q,q)F2(k2 − q,q)PLcc(|k2 − q|)PLcc(q)
+2 perm. (2.17)
with the additional B
(s)
ccν,231 term obtained by exchanging k1 with k2, and
B
(s)
ccν,312 = 6P
L
cc(k1)
∫
d3q F3(k1,k2 − q,q)F2(k2 − q,q)PLcν(|k2 − q|)PLcc(q) + 2 perm. (2.18)
with an analogous B
(s)
ccν,132. Up to one-loop correction we have then
B(s)ccν ' B(s),treeccν + 2B(s)ccν,411 +B(s)ccν,321 +B(s)ccν,231 +B(s)ccν,312 +B(s)ccν,132 . (2.19)
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Figure 1. Relative contributions to the equilateral configurations of the total matter bispectrum from the
different terms in eq. (2.8) up to O(fν) for mν = 0.53 eV at z = 0. The dashed line shows the assumption
neutrinos are linear on all scales.
The Bccc is then given by the usual PT expressions in terms of the cold matter linear power spectrum
PLcc [66]. We notice right away that one-loop corrections to the mixed contributions B
(s)
ννc and B
(s)
ccν ,
as we will see in section 4, are essentially irrelevant. More important, instead, are the implications
of the linear neutrinos approximation on the tree-level prediction, since the relevant short-comings
will take place at large scales. We can also anticipate that assuming linear neutrino perturbations
will result in an error of order fν on scales larger than the free-streaming scale, which could exceed
the % level for realistic value of neutrino masses. This is shown in Fig. (1) for mν = 0.53 eV at
z = 0, where we plot, within tree-level PT, the relative contribution of terms up to O(fν) to the
total matter bispectrum of equilateral configurations. The assumption of linear neutrinos on all scales
indeed yields an inconsistent result at low k, Bccν is underestimated by more than a factor of 2, with
biases of several %s on Bmmm.
3 The DEMNUni simulations suite
We make use of the “Dark Energy and Massive Neutrino Universe” (DEMNUni) suite of N-body
simulations [67], representing one of the best set of simulations of massive neutrino cosmologies both
in terms of mass resolution and volume. A complete description can be found also in [33], here we
briefly summarize the main details.
All the simulations assume a baseline cosmology according to the Planck results [68], namely a
flat ΛCDM model with h = 0.67 as Hubble parameter, ns = 0.96 as primordial spectral index, and
As = 2.1265×10−9 for the amplitude of initial scalar perturbations. This implies that simulations with
massive neutrinos have lower value of σ8 with respect to the ΛCDM case. The total matter energy
density and the baryonic energy density are set to Ωm = 0.32 and Ωb = 0.05 for all cosmologies,
while the relative energy densities of cold dark matter, Ωc (and neutrinos, Ων) vary for each model
as Ωc = 0.27, 0.2659, 0.2628 and 0.2573, for mν = 0, 0.17, 0.3 and 0.53 eV, respectively.
The DEMNUni simulations have been performed using the tree particle mesh-smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (TreePM-SPH) code gadget-3 [69], specifically modified by [61] to account for the
presence of massive neutrinos. They are characterised by a softening length ε = 20h−1 kpc, start at
zin = 99, and have being performed in a cubic box of side L = 2000h
−1 Mpc, containing Np = 20483
CDM particles, and an equal number of neutrino particles when mν 6= 0. These features make the
DEMNUni set suitable for the analysis of different cosmological probes, from galaxy-clustering, to
weak-lensing, to CMB secondary anisotropies.
Halos and sub-halo catalogs have been produced for each of the 62 simulation particle snapshots,
via the friends-of-friends (FoF) and SUBFIND algorithms included in gadget-3 [70, 71]. The linking
length was set to be 1/5 of the mean inter-particle distance [72] and the minimum number of particles
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to identify a parent halo was set to 32, thus fixing the minimum halo mass toMFoF ' 2.5×1012 h−1M.
In this work we consider three lower threshold for the halo mass, M > 1013 h−1M , M > 3 ×
1013 h−1M and M > 1014 h−1M and three values for the snapshot redshift, z = 0, z = 0.5, z = 1.
4 The matter bispectrum
We measure the total matter bispectrum Bmmm along with all its individual components Bccc, B
(s)
ccν ,
B
(s)
ννc and Bννν as defined by eq. (2.8). For all components we consider all triangular configurations
defined by discrete wavenumbers multiples of ∆k = 3kf with kf ≡ 2pi/L being the fundamental
frequency of the box, up to a maximum value of 0.38hMpc−1. The estimator of the bispectrum is
given by
Bˆ(k1, k2, k2) ≡
k3f
VB(k1, k2, k3)
∫
k1
d3q1
∫
k2
d3q2
∫
k3
d3q3 δD(q123) δq1 δq2 δq3 (4.1)
where the integrations are taken on shells of size ∆k centered on ki and where
VB(k1, k2, k2) ≡
∫
k1
d3q1
∫
k2
d3q2
∫
k3
d3q3 δD(q123) ' 8pi2 k1k2k3∆k3 (4.2)
is a normalisation factor counting the number of fundamental triangles in a given triangle bin. Its
implementation is based on the algorithm described in [73] and taking advantage of the aliasing
reduction technique of [74]. As only one realisation for each cosmology is available, all error bars
shown correspond to the Gaussian prediction given, for a generic bispectrum, by [75],
∆B2(k1, k2, k3) ' sB
k3f
VB
P (k1)P (k2)P (k3) , (4.3)
with sB = 6, 2, 1 for equilateral, isosceles and scalene triangles respectively.
Figure 2 shows the measurements at z = 0 of all configurations for all components, rescaled by the
proper factors as a function of the neutrino fraction, according to eq. (2.8), in order to assess directly
the relative contribution to the total matter bispectrum. The bottom half of each panel shows the
ratio of each component to the total Bmmm. Triangles are ordered with increasing k1 and assuming
k1 ≥ k2 ≥ k3 so that all configurations shown correspond to large-scales with k1 ≤ 0.1hMpc−1. Data
points from N-body simulations are compared to tree-level predictions in PT. Theoretical predictions
are computed for “effective” values of the wavenumbers defined, for a given configuration of sides k1,
k2 and k3 by
k˜1,23 ≡ 1
VB
∫
k1
d3q1 q1
∫
k2
d3q2
∫
k3
d3q3 δD(q123) , (4.4)
and similarly for the other two values. Differences with respect to evaluations at the center of each
k-bin are marginally relevant only for the largest scales.
The first, rather obvious, observation is that the only relevant, i.e. above 1% level, contribution
to the total matter bispectrum Bmmm, in addition to the cold matter bispectrum Bccc, is given by
the cross-bispectrum B
(s)
ccν which is of O(fν). Therefore a proper theoretical description of the matter
bispectrum in massive neutrinos cosmologies should focus on both these two components. Here we
show a first comparison with tree-level PT, providing rather accurate predictions to the cold matter
component Bccc over the scales shown in the figure. Predictions for the B
(s)
ccν and B
(s)
ννc are very well
described by the assumption neutrino contribute only at tree-level in PT.
As we consider smaller scales, in the quasi-linear regime, the tree-level approximation becomes
more accurate for the cross-bispectra of cold matter and neutrinos because of small-scale suppression
of neutrino perturbations. On the other hand, we expect further nonlinear (one-loop) corrections to
become important only for the cold matter contribution Bccc. This is the natural extention to higher-
order correlation functions of previous results for the total matter power spectrum, where linear theory
was sufficiently accurate to describe the neutrinos and cross neutrino-cold matter components Pνν
and Pcν , respectively [26, 30, 33].
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Figure 2. Measurements of all the components of the total matter bispectrum Bmmm(k1, k2, k3) at z = 0,
properly weighted, compared with the tree-level prediction in PT. All triangular configurations re ordered
with increasing k1 and assuming k1 ≥ k2 ≥ k3. In each panel, the bottom-half shows the relative contribution
of each component to Bmmm (only the relevant ones, contributing above the 0.1% level are shown). Vertical
lines correspond to equilateral configurations.
Figure 3 shows the measurements of the cold matter bispectrum, Bccc, at z = 0.5 (left panel)
and z = 1 (right panel), for equilateral triangles (left panel). We compare with analytical predictions
at tree (dashed) and 1-loop (continuous) level in PT [66, 76]. Different colors indicate different value
of the sum of neutrino masses , mν = 0, 0.3, 0.53 eV (black, red and green respectively).
The analytic curves have been obtained according to the prescription as in [33]; we consider
the perturbative kernels in cosmology with massive neutrinos to have the same form as in ΛCDM
cosmology and we assume all the effects induced by neutrinos encoded in the linear power spectrum.
Our assumptions are justified by previous studies [33, 77] which showed this approximation to work
better than a % on the power spectrum analysis. Middle panels show the ratio between the data for the
three different cosmologies (ΛCDM and mν = 0.53 eV) with respect to their 1-loop predictions (black
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Figure 3. Top panels: equilateral configurations of the cold matter bispectrum, Bccc(k, k, k), compared
with tree-level (dashed curves) and one-loop (continuous curves) predictions in PT. Bottom panels: same
comparison for the reduced cold matter bispectrum Qccc(k, k, k). Left panels show the results at z = 0.5,
right panels at z = 1. In addition to the measurements of B or Q, we plot the residuals with respect to
the one-loop predictions (middle panel) and the ratio between the mν 6= 0 cosmologies to the corresponding
massless neutrino case (bottom panel).
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and green points); we also plot the ratio between tree-level and 1-loop prediction with dashed lines.
The approximation of neglecting the effects of massive neutrinos on the 1-loop CDM bispectrum
other than the different linear theory Pcc(k), provides the same level of agreement we find in the
ΛCDM case. In the bottom panels we present the ratio between the bispectrum measured for mν 6= 0
with respect to the ΛCDM measurement; continuous and dashed lines denote instead the same ratio
as predicted at the 1-loop and tree-level in PT. The comparison with the power spectrum analysis
reveals, as expected, that equilateral configurations are roughly two times more sensitive than the
power spectrum to massive neutrinos. We also notice that the suppression of CDM bispectrum with
respect to the standard case does not evolve significantly with redshift, in agreement with well known
results at the two-point function level. As expected [78, 79] one-loop predictions in standard PT
tend to overestimate the measurements in equilateral configurations at low redshift. We find a good
agreement up to k = 0.3hMpc−1 at z = 0.5, but it should be kept in mind that the precision of our
measurement is roughly 10% at these scales.
A better agreement with measurements can clearly be found in the context of the Effective Field
Theory of the Large-Scale Structure [80], see [81] for its application to the matter bispectrum. We
limit ourselves to compare the accuracy of standard PT predictions in massive neutrino cosmology
with known results for the ΛCDM case.
More generally, the suppression of the amplitude of the bispectrum in cosmology with massive
neutrinos compared to a standard cosmological model is a function of the triangle shape. For instance
it is easy to see that squeezed triangle configurations, Bmmm(q, k, k) with q  k are less affected by
massive neutrinos. The phyisical interpretation of this is simple: for significantly large scales, q, the
neutrinos behaves like CDM and therefore the relative suppression with respect to the ΛCDM case is
reduced compared to other triangular configurations. At a scale where q  kfs then δν(q) ' δc(q) and
one has Bνcc(q, k, k) ' Bccc(q, k, k) on all scales, even below free-streaming. While our perturbation
theory calculations provide a reasonable fit to the measurements in the N-body, our analysis is in
disagreement with the prediction of [37] who have analytically found that squeezed configurations
show the largest neutrinos-induced suppression. Squeezed configurations are shown in Figure 4 with
the same notations as Figure 3. The overall accuracy of PT predictions is similar to the equilateral
case and we can notice, again, a significant improvement of one-loop predictions over tree-level ones.
As another example of the effects massive neutrinos have on the CDM bispectrum, in Fig. 5
we present the bispectrum for scalene triangles as a function of the angle θ between the two sides
for all the cosmologies at z = 0.5 (left panel) and redshift z = 1.0 (right panel). We select triangle
configurations in the mildly nonlinear regime, with k1 = 0.14 h Mpc
−1, k2 = 0.23 h Mpc−1. The
labels, colors and plots order correspond to those in figure 3. Differently from the previous cases, the
bispectrum in massive neutrino cosmologies is suppressed on all scales shown. PT is able to reproduce
the measurements in the different cosmologies quite well at z = 1 and large values of θ (the “squeezed
limit”) while it shows the usual overestimation, about 10-15%, for more equilateral triangles and lower
redshift.
An additional way to assess the effect of massive neutrinos on the bispectrum and compare it to
the effect on the power spectrum, is to compute the reduced bispectrum Q defined as
Q(k1, k2, k3) =
B(k1, k2, k3)
P (k1)P (k2) + P (k1)P (k3) + P (k2)P (k3)
. (4.5)
This quantity, at tree-level in PT, does not depend on the initial amplitude of the linear fluctuations
(or σ8 in a ΛCDM cosmology), including the suppression due to neutrinos in linear theory, and it
highlights the different level of nonlinearity in the bispectrum w.r.t. the power spectrum. In all the
figures 3, 4 and 5 the bottom part shows the reduced bispectrum for the choosen configurations at
z = 0.5 and 1. Again, top panels show measurements for Q compared with tree-level and one-loop
predictions; middle panels show the residuals with respect to one-loop, while in the bottom panels we
display the ratios between the reduced bispectrum measured for mν 6= 0 with respect to ΛCDM. The
errors are computed by propagating ∆B and ∆P errors neglecting the cross-correlation between P
and B.
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Figure 4. Same as figure 3 but for squeezed configurations Bccc(kl, k, k) with fixed kl = 0.009hMpc
−1 as a
function of k.
The small deviations we see in the bottom panels among different cosmologies indicate that
any new, nonlinear neutrinos signature specific for the bispectrum is significantly small at scales
k > 0.2hMpc−1. This implies that the bispectrum alone is not able to probe new physical effects
induced by massive neutrinos in the clustering of dark matter; however it still represents a relevant
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Figure 5. Same as figure 3 but for scalene configurations with fixes sides k1 = 0.14hMpc
−1 and k2 =
0.23hMpc−1 as a function of the angle between k1 and k2.
asset as it breaks part of the degeneracy between the cosmological parameters, when combined with
the power spectrum. One-loop predictions for Q are well within the precision of our measurements.
They are also qualitatively consistent with results for the relative effect of neutrino masses shown
in the bottom panels, with the exception of the squeezed configurations at small scales where they
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overpredict significantly a neutrino signature not detectable in the measurements. These are, however,
few percent effects, too small to be properly investigated with the limited statistic of a single set of
simulations.
5 The halo bispectrum
5.1 Bias modeling
According to the Eulerian bias model, at large scales, the halo density field δh can be locally described
as a function of the underlying smoothed density contrast δ, [16, 66, 82]. In particular if δ  1, we
can model δh as a taylor expansion in δ,
δh =
∑
n
bn
n!
δn, (5.1)
where the bn correspond to the bias parameters. In this framework, the halo power spectrum, Phh
or the halo-matter cross correlation, at very large scales, are related to the matter power spectrum
P (k), through
Phh(k) = b
2
1P (k) Phm = b1P (k) (5.2)
In a local Eulerian bias model the tree-level halo bispectrum reads
Bhhh(k1, k2, k3) = b
3
1B(k1, k2, k3) + b2b
2
1Σ123(k1, k2, k3), (5.3)
with B being the matter bispectrum, Σ123 ≡ P (k1)P (k2) + 2 cyc and b2 a quadratic bias parameter.
The equation above shows that a measurements of the halo bispectrum on large scale could be used
not only to constrain cosmological parameters, but also to break the degeneracy between the bias
parameters and the amplitude of fluctuations in a power spectrum analysis.
It is well known, see e.g. [75, 83], that fitting Bhhh with model in eq. 5.3 yields different values of
b1 with respect to ones obtained from the halo power spectrum, modeled as in eq. 5.2. Recent works on
bias modelling [54, 55, 84] have shown the intrinsic mistake in considering the bias to be deterministic
and local: the nonlinear evolution induced by gravity introduces new, non-local bias contributions
proportional to operators built from derivatives of the density field and/or the gravitational potential.
In this framework the halo density, at second order in the bias expansion, takes the form
δh = b1δ +
b2
2
δ2 + γ2 G2, (5.4)
where G2 is defined as
G2 ≡ (∇ijΦv)2 − (∇ijΦv)2 , (5.5)
with Φv being the velocity potential such that v = ∇Φv. The resulting tree-level halo bispectrum
reads
Bhhh(k1, k2, k3) = b
3
1B(k1, k2, k3) + b2b
2
1Σ123(k1, k2, k3) + 2γ2b
2
1K123(k1, k2, k3) , (5.6)
where K123 ≡ (µ12 − 1)P (k1)P (k2) + 2 cyc, µ12 the cosine of the angle between k1 and k2.
This model has been widely tested in ΛCDM cosmologies, and in this section we would like to
extend these results to a cosmological model that include massive neutrinos. As first noted in [42],
the linear bias in a cosmology with massive neutrinos is scale independent only if the CDM power
spectrum appears on the right hand side of 5.2. This is a consequence of the fact that neutrinos do
not cluster on halos or galaxies scales, and therefore fluctuations in the number of halos and galaxies
respond to the CDM field only.
Given this result, we will model the halo bispectrum and then fit for the bias parameters in the
next section assuming the halo bias relation in 5.4 is written in terms of the CDM field only. Recovering
the same linear bias of the power spectrum from the bispectrum would yield a confirmation of the
correctness of the argument for linear bias in [42].
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Figure 6. Tthe best fits bias parameters in ΛCDM framework (left panel) and neutrino cosmologies
mν = 0.53 eV , (right panel), assuming a local and non local bias model, at z = 0.5. Green lines indicate the
measurements of b1 b2 for the local model, (top and middle-top panels). Blue color indicates b1, the effective
b2 and the non local corretion γ2 (middle-bottom panels) to the bias model. Black lines correspond b1 as
measured from the halo power spectrum Phh. Grey color shows the best fits for b2 and γ2 fixing b1 from the
power spectrum fits. In the bottom panels we show the χ2 related to the different fitting formulas.
5.2 Fitting procedure
We measure the halo bispectrum in a ΛCDM cosmology and in cosmologies with all the three different
values of neutrino masses, mν = 0.17, 0.3, 0.53 eV. We do not consider a part of the measurements
for the high-mass threshold, M > 1014M/h, and redshift z = 1.0 since they are highly affected by
shot-noise contributions, which for the halo bispectrum take the following form
Bˆhhh(k1, k2, k3) = Bhhh(k1, k2, k3) +
1
n¯
[Phh(k1) + 2 cyc] +
1
n¯2
(5.7)
We compare the best fit measurements of b1 and b2 assuming a local model for the bias the values
for b1, b2 and γ2 when assuming the non local model. At the level of two-point statistics we fit a
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linear model to the halo-matter cross-correlation, Phm(k), as a function of the maximum wavenumber
kmax. For the bispectrum we compute the likelihood L up to a value kmax for the largest side for
each triangle configuration. In the case of the non local model we have,
lnL =
kmax∑
k
Bhhh − b31Bc − b2b21Σ123 − 2γ2b21K123 − α1(k21 + k22)(P1P2) + 2 cyc
∆B2hhh
, (5.8)
whith ∆B2hhh as Eq. (4.3). A similar expression is used to estimate the linear bias from the halo-
matter cross power spectrum, for which we also assume Gaussian covariance. Possible, unaccounted
scale-dependences in the modeling are marginalized over the amplitude α of a generic k2-like term in
both the likelihood for the power spectrum and the bispectrum. This term will take care of higher
loop corrections and scale dependent bias on large scales [85, 86]. All the fits have been computed
using the downhill simplex method, see e.g. [87]. We determined the errors on the best-fit values
using the Fisher matrix prescription, see for instance [88]. In order to compare the results for b2 from
local vs non local models, we introduce an effective local quadratic bias, b2,eff = b2 − 4/3γ2, [89], in
case of the non local prescription, corresponding to the amplitude of the monopole component of the
overall quadratic bias correction. For simplicity of notation, since we do not make use of the quadratic
bias in the case of non local prescription, we will refer to b2,eff as b2, omitting the second subscript.
The CDM bispectrum in the above equation is computed at 1-loop in perturbation theory, whereas
the other terms are evaluated at tree-level, so we expect any failure of the theoretical predictions at
low scales to be mainly due to the bias model.
In figure 6 we present the best fits of the bias parameters from the measurements in two different
cosmologies, ΛCDM (left panels) and with Mν = 0.3 eV (right panels). Both figures are organised in
the same way: the measurements of b1 and b2 at z = 0.0 (left panel) and at z = 0.5 (right panel); cyan
and orange colours indicate b1 and b2 for the local model while blue and red colours indicate b1 and
effective b2 for the non local prescription. Black lines correspond to the measurement of b1 obtained
from the halo-matter power spectrum Phm. We noticed that the measurements of b1 in a local bias
framework disagree with the estimates from two-point statistics, but that on the other hand when
we account for γ2, we find a good accordance; this confirms the effect of non-local bias on the halo
bispectrum measurements even in a massive neutrino cosmology. It also reinforces our understanding
of halo/galaxy bias in these cosmologies in terms of hte CDM field only.
Even though the error budget of our measurements of the Bispectrum in the simulations does not
allow us to test the bias model of the Bispectrum at the % level, it is still interesting to check down to
which scale our bias model provides a reasonable fit to the bispectrum in the N-body. On the baryonic
acoustic oscillations scales our errors are indeed comparable with those in the real data from [58].
Figure 7 shows the measurements of the bispectrum for equilateral and squeezed configurations. We
selected the halo mass range A at redshifts z = 0.5. The dashed lines show the theoretical predictions
for the matter bispectrum in case of ΛCDM (black) and cosmology with Mν = 0.53 eV (green). The
continuous lines indicate the predictions for the halo bispectrum assuming a non local eulerian model
for the bias. The agreement of the model with the data breaks down earlier in the presence of massive
neutrinos, as the bias parameters are higher and therefore nonlinearities stronger. Nevertheless we
find our bias template is able to fit the measured halo bispsctrum down to k ' 0.15hMpc−1. It
is important also to notice that in comparison with thhe ΛCDM case the suppression in the halo
bispectrum is more ore less constant across the range of scale where PT gives a good fit to the
measurements., revealing that difference in the shape of the underlying dark matter power spectrum
are very degenerate with the bias parameters.
5.3 The universality of the halo bias at quadratic order
In the context of bias modeling, universality means that the bias coefficients, as a function of mass,
cosmology and redshift, can be written in terms of the peak height ν ≡ δcr/σ(M, z), defined as
the ratio between the constant critical density δcr = 1.686 for spherical collapse, and σ(M, z), the
r.m.s of the linear density field smoothed at a mass scale M and redshift z. Any dependence on the
cosmological model, or redshift, is encoded in the function σ(M, z). This is a very strong statement,
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Figure 7. The measurements of the Bispectrum for equilateral and squeezed configurations. Dashed lines
show the theoretical predictions for matter bispectrum in ΛCDM (black) and in cosmology with Mν = 0.53eV
(green). Continuous lines indicate the predictions for the halo bispectrum assuming a non local bias model;
black and green points mark the measurements of the halo bispectrum at M > 1013M.
and in principle of great value for cosmological analyses, as it allows to predict, for instance, the
evolution of the bias parameters with redshift. Measurements in the N-body simulations of ΛCDM
cosmologies show that bias parameters are universal functions of redshift [90–94].
In [42] it was shown that the same result applies to linear bias in massive neutrinos cosmologies if
the peak height is computed from the variance of the CDM field, νc = δcr/σc. An incorrect choice for
the variance leads to strong violations of universality with both redshift and cosmology. This is just a
consequence of the fact that the proper bias expansion is written in terms of the CDM field. Given our
measurements of the bispectrum and the best fit values of the bias coefficients, we are in the position
to test universality beyond linear bias. Such an analysis is presented in Fig. 8. The top panel shows
the best fit value for linear bias from the power spectrum as a function of νc. Different symbols and
colors refer to different halo populations in different cosmologies, redshifts and mass thresholds. The
figure agrees with [42] in showing b1(νc) as a universal prediction, function of νc alone. The middle
and bottom panel, in addition, show the universality of quadratic bias coefficients, both local and
non local ones. We find that b2 and γ2 are universal functions of cosmology and redshift if the right
variable, νc, is used. This is non-trivial check of the bias model and confirms our understanding of the
clustering of halos in cosmologies with massive neutrinos. An important consequence of universality
is the existence of smooth relations between linear bias and other bias parameters. Such relations, if
calibrated with enough accuracy, can be used to reduce to reduce the number of nuisance parameters
in a cosmological analysis. In particular the Eulerian bias model assumes that non local terms are
only generated by gravitational evolution, yielding [55, 89],
γ2 = −2
7
(b1 − 1) , (5.9)
which is assumed to be valid in all cosmological analysis of galaxy survey data [58, 95–97]. Recently
[84, 94, 98, 99] have shown, in analytical calculations and measurements in N-body simulations of
ΛCDM cosmologies, that, as a results of the fact that halo formation happens in a ellipsoidal fashion,
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the above equation needs to be modified to include a Lagrangian non local coefficient γL2 ,
γ2 = γ
L
2 −
2
7
(b1 − 1). (5.10)
As a final application of our results on the halo bispectrum we therefore test the relations between
bias parameters in cosmologies with massive neutrinos. In figure 8, we show b2, top panel, and γ2,
bottom panel, as a function of linear bias. As expected, quadratic density bias is a smooth function
of b1 independently of the value of the neutrino masses. This implies that existing fitting formulae
for b2(b1) as in [93, 100] can be used in cosmologies with massive neutrinos. Moving to non local
bias, we find that the prediction of Eq. 5.9 compare reasonably well with the measurements. For
high values of ν where we expect bigger deviations from Eq. 5.9 our best fit values are too noisy to
say anything conclusive. We plan to return to this issue in future work, as assumptions on non local
bias can affect galaxy clustering analyses that use Lagrangian [101–103] or Eulerian [57, 58, 95, 96]
perturbation theory.
6 Conclusions
In this work we have presented the first analysis of the matter and halo bispectrum from simulations
of cosmologies with massive neutrinos described as a additional set of particles. We have measured the
CDM and CDM+ν bispectrum, which we have then compared to perturbation theory predictions.
Firstly we have shown, using analytical arguments, that numerical approaches including neutrinos
only at linear level or through response functions could potentially predict biased bispectra on large
scales. From measurements in N-body simulations we showed that the CDM bispectrum, Bccc is
the dominant three-point statistics, with bispectra involving one or more neutrino fields being highly
suppressed. This simplifies a lot the analytical evaluation, since only Bccc needs to be computed
beyond the tree level prediction. The perturbative calculations agrees fairly well with the N-body,
most importantly at the same level it does in a standard cosmological simulation. We have shown that
tree-level perturbation theory is sufficient to describe any bispectra involving one or more neutrino
field, as their perturbations are highly suppressed below the free-streaming scale. We have also
estimated non-linear neutrinos signatures in the bispectrum by looking at the reduce bispectrum,
finding < 1% effects for the considerably high value of the neutrino masses considered in this paper.
We then devoted our attention to the halo bispectrum in cosmologies with massive neutrinos, the
main motivation being the result in [42] that linear halo bias should be written in terms of the CDM
field only. We extend this finding to higher order bias coefficients, showing that the halo bispectrum
can be characterized by the same bias expansion is usually performed in a ΛCDM universe. This
has important consequences for universality of higher order bias parameters, which holds if written
in terms of the peak height of the CDM field, νc = δcr/σc. This implies, for instance, that quadratic
bias, b2, can be written in terms of b1 regardless of the value of neutrino masses.
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